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Abstract

Purpose: to determine peculiar aspects of qualified wrestlers’ special workability and supreme nervous system functioning in special training stage of preparatory period.

Material: 18 qualified wrestlers if 17-20 yrs age were tested. We used testing of special workability and psycho-physiological testing.

Results: it was found that sportmen’s special workability was at rather high level. Though, recreation coefficient witnesses about some accumulation of fatigue. Besides, we registered reduction of central nervous system’s functional potentials. It is proved by latent periods of simple and complex visual reactions (at low and below average levels). We found correlations between sportmen’s special endurance, level of complex visual-motor reaction and nervous processes’ functional mobility. Besides, sportmen with stronger nervous processes recreate quicker after standard loads.

Conclusions: it was found that alongside with high special workability sportmen accumulate fatigue and have absence of recreation. It is proved by weakening of central nervous system’s functional potentials. We supplemented the data about correlation between special workability and sportmen’s psycho-physiological condition. It was assumed that persistent influence on supreme nervous system will permit to sustain special workability at high level and prevent from over-training.
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Introduction

Modern tendency of training process intensification in sport wrestling is connected with desire of international wrestling federation to raise show character of duels. For this purpose duration of competition duels and tournaments was shortened. Referee’s practice was oriented on simulation wrestlers’ activity together with increase of wrestling techniques’ quantity [11, 26, 29].

In this connection, nowadays wrestling duel of qualified wrestlers has become a highly intensive kind of competition functioning [6, 17, 31]. By level of requirements and organism’s potentials wrestling duel approaches to similar by duration kinds of cyclic sports competitions with intensive power component [18, 20, 21, 22].

Accordingly, it results in re-construction of training methodic and increase of requirements to wrestler’s physical qualities [6, 16, 25, 30]. It was shown that special endurance substantially influences on duel result [2, 28]. Special attention is paid to special workability training in special-training stage of preparatory period. In this stage modeling of different competition situations with maximal physical loads is used for effective training. Such loads give the main training effect. At the same time application of such loads without proper control can result in over tension and over training [12, 13, 14, 15].

A number of scientists [3, 7, 9, 11] proved that wrestler’s special workability is the main factor of influence on competition result. Though, in scientific literature there are no data about recreation processes in organism in special training stage of preparatory period, especially after significant training loads, oriented on special workability in “advanced” micro-cycles.

Besides, it is necessary to consider conditions of duel in wrestling, situations, which change during duel. With it supreme nervous system’s functioning plays very important role. It should also be noted that with possibility of over training and high special workability, psycho-physiological indicators can be the first markers of adaptation failure [8]. So, for obtaining more complete picture of wrestlers’ fitness and organism’s recreation special workability and psycho-physiological indicators shall be studied. A number of works is devoted to sportmen’s psycho-emotional and psycho-physiological states in different kinds of sports at different stages of training [8, 23, 24]. Though there are no data about correlation of wrestlers’ special workability indicators and psycho-physiological indicators in special training stage of preparatory period. That is why we fulfilled correlation analysis between the mentioned indicators.

Hypothesis: it was assumed that in special training stage in qualified wrestlers weakening of supreme nervous system’s functioning can be observed alongside with high special workability. Besides, we assumed that there are correlations between some special workability indicators and psycho-physiological indicators.

The purpose of the research is to determine peculiar aspects of qualified wrestlers’ special workability and supreme nervous system functioning in special training stage of preparatory period.

Material and methods

Participants: 18 qualified wrestlers if 17-20 yrs age were tested (free style wrestling; they were candidate
masters of sports and masters of sport, among whom there were prize winners of Ukrainian championships. All participants gave written consent for participation in experiment.

Organization of the research: the research was fulfilled during “advanced” micro-cycle of special-training stage of preparatory period. Micro-cycle took 7 days and was directed at perfection of technical-tactic actions and training of sportsmen’s special workability. Sportsmen’s functional fitness was assessed by results of pedagogic tests: shuttle run $4 \times 9$ m, test for special endurance, test for recreation [4].

Psycho-physiological indicators were registered with the help of computer program “Psycho-diagnostic” [1]. Such program is designed for determination of supreme nervous system’s individual characteristics, connected with visual information of different complexity processing by methodic of N.V. Makarenko and V.S. Lyzogub [10]. The testing was conducted in two modes: optimal and feedback communication. We registered simple and complex visual-motor reactions as well as nervous processes’ functional mobility (NPFM) and nervous processes’ strength (NPS).

The research was planned so that the day before testing was free from training loads. First we fulfilled psycho-physiological diagnostic and then pedagogic testing.

Statistical analysis: statistical processing of the received results was fulfilled with the help of GraphPad Prism version 5.0 for Windows programs [19]. We determined the following: mean arithmetic ($\bar{x}$), standard errors (m). For finding of correlations between indicators we fulfilled correlation analysis: calculation of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients. Degree of correlation was determined by correlation coefficient (r). Value $p \leq 0.05$ was regarded as statistically confident [5].

Results

From the received data (see table 1) we can see that the time of shuttle run distance covering corresponds to high values; special endurance coefficient (SEC) and quantity of repetitions in this test were above average; recreation coefficient (RC) was below average values, intrinsic to this specialization [4]. It witnesses about high quickness, dexterity and special workability. Though, recreational processes were slower after testing loads.

Wrestling is a kind of sport activity, in which situations constantly change and sportsman has to response to opponent’s actions. That is why nervous system’s functioning assessment is of great importance for determination of wrestler’s fitness. For this purpose program “Psycho-diagnostic” was used [1]. As we can see in table 2 latent period of simple visual motor reaction (SVMR) is below average. Latent period of reaction to choice of one from three (RC 1-3) corresponds to low level. Latent period of reaction to choice of two from three (RC 2-3) also was at low level. The time of passing to minimal exposition, when finding functional mobility, corresponded to below average level [10]. Thus, we observed weakening of central nervous system’s functional potentials. Alongside with referent values of

| Table 1. Indicators of qualified wrestlers’ pedagogic testing in special training stage of preparatory period ($\bar{x} \pm m$; n=18) |
|---|---|---|
| Indicator | $\bar{x}$ | m |
| Shuttle run $4 \times 9$ m, sec. | 8.26 | 0.05 |
| Coefficient of special endurance | 0.9211 | 0.009 |
| Quantity of repetitions in test for special endurance | 104.6 | 1.687 |
| Recreation coefficient | 0.8121 | 0.0111 |
| Quantity of “fireman’s carry takedowns” in tests for RC | 23.17 | 0.5378 |
| Maximal heart beats rate (HBR) after test for recreation | 170.7 | 2.879 |

| Table 2. Psycho-physiological indicators of qualified wrestlers in special training stage of preparatory period ($\bar{x} \pm m$; n=18) |
|---|---|---|
| Description of indicator | $\bar{x}$ | m |
| SVMR, time of latent period, msec. | 306.1 | 8.604 |
| RC 1-3 time of latent period, msec. | 476.3 | 12.37 |
| RC 2-3 time of latent period, msec. | 538.9 | 10.14 |
| NPFM (feedback) time of latent period, msec. | 448.4 | 10.97 |
| NPFM (feedback) minimal time of signal’s exposition, msec. | 424.4 | 18.33 |
| NPFM (feedback) total time of test fulfillment, sec. | 99.89 | 1.964 |
| NPFM (feedback) time of passing to minimal exposition, sec. | 74.89 | 4.547 |
| NPS (feedback) time of latent period, msec. | 405.3 | 5.994 |
| NPS (feedback) quantity of mistakes | 134.1 | 2.237 |
| NPS (feedback) minimal time of signal’s exposition, msec. | 360.0 | 8.402 |
| NPS (feedback) time of passing to minimal exposition, sec. | 133.7 | 16.63 |
Table 3. Correlations between pedagogic testing results and wrestlers’ psycho-physiological indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of indicators</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 0.50<r<0.69  
SVMR (latent period) and special endurance coefficient       | 0.5126 | 0.0296 |
| 0.50<r<0.69  
RC 1-3 (latent period) and quantity of repetitions in test for SEC | -0.5732 | 0.0129 |
| 0.50<r<0.69  
NPFM (feedback, latent period) and quantity of repetitions in test for SEC | -0.5680 | 0.0139 |
| 0.50<r<0.69  
NPFM, the forced rhythms (% of mistakes at 5th stage) and SEC | -0.5438 | 0.0197 |
| 0.50<r<0.69  
NPFM, the forced rhythms (% of mistakes at 3rd stage) and shuttle run | -0.5748 | 0.0126 |
| 0.50<r<0.69  
NPFM, the forced rhythms (% of mistakes at 4th stage) and shuttle run | -0.5622 | 0.0152 |
| 0.50<r<0.69  
NPFM, the forced rhythms (% of mistakes at 5th stage) and shuttle run | -0.5006 | 0.0343 |
| 0.30<r<0.49  
NPS (feedback) quantity of mistakes and recreation coefficient | 0.4823 | 0.0427 |
| 0.30<r<0.49  
NPFM, the forced rhythms (% of mistakes at 2nd stage) and shuttle run | -0.4843 | 0.0417 |

Bio-chemical indicators it can be the marker of possible overtraining and adaptation failure [8, 23, 24].

The presented above indicators are only separate components, by which wrestlers’ fitness can be characterized. That is why it would be purposeful to study correlation between in order to receive more objective information (see table 3).

The presence of average correlation between latent period of simple visual motor reaction and special endurance coefficient \(r=0.51; p=0.0296\) illustrates that wrestlers with better simple reaction have lower special endurance.

In contrast to it we can observe feedback correlation between latent reaction of choice of one from three irritators and quantity of repetitions in test for special endurance \(r=-0.57; p=0.0129\). Total quantity of repetitions in SEC test also is and indicator of special endurance level. That is why we can say that wrestler’s special endurance depends on level of complex visual motor reaction.

Wrestler’s special endurance also depends on functional mobility of nervous processes that is proved by reverse correlation between NPFM latent period and quantity of repetitions in SEC test \(r=-0.57; p=0.0139\).

It is interesting that there is reverse correlation between time of covering shuttle run distance and percentage of mistakes in third, forth and fifth stages of NPFM determination with forced rhythm \(r=-0.57; p=0.0126\), \(r=-0.56; p=0.0152\), \(r=-0.50; p=0.0343\) accordingly. May be it is conditioned by prevalence of excitation processes over inhibition ones in wrestlers with higher quickness. Accordingly, the quantity of mistakes, made by such wrestlers in NPFM determination (with forced rhythm) is higher.

We found direct correlation between recreation coefficient and quantity of mistakes, made in determination of nervous processes’ strength in feedback mode \(r=0.48; p=0.0427\). It is possible to assume that wrestlers with stronger nervous processes recreate after loads quicker. That is why optimization of recreation processes in qualified wrestlers’ organisms at the account of supreme nervous system’s functioning is logical and purposeful.

Discussion

It was found that in special training stage of preparatory period special workability of qualified wrestlers is rather high. It coincides with results of other researches [3, 7, 9]. Though the received by us data in test for recreation after standard work witness that recreation is not complete. It can be conditioned by great scope of special work in this training stage and fatigue’s accumulation.

In wrestling, significant role in duel’s efficiency is played by high special workability and supreme nervous system’s functioning [8, 23, 24]. That is why we carried out psycho-physiological diagnostic with the help of program “Psycho-diagnostic”. When determining individual characteristics of supreme nervous system in processing visual information of different complexity we found weakening of central nervous system’s functional potentials. It is witnessed by the data of simple visual motor reaction to choice of one from three and two from three (they were at low level and below average) [10]. Such psycho-physiological indicators and high special workability can be markers of possible overtraining [8]. That is why we can state that in special training stage of preparatory period it is necessary to provide more careful observations over sportsmen’s organisms from the side of coach, medical workers and scientists. For this purpose it is necessary to apply pedagogic, psycho-physiological and bio-chemical methods.

Correlation analysis showed that wrestler’s special endurance depends on level of complex visual motor reaction and on nervous processes’ mobility. It was found that wrestlers with stronger nervous processes recreate quicker after standard loads. That is why we can assume that persistent correction of wrestler’s psycho-physiological state by training and out-of-training means in this stage will facilitate prevention from over-fatigue and overtraining and sustain high special endurance.

Conclusions:

1. It has been found that in special training stage of qualified wrestlers’ preparatory period, alongside with rather high special workability recreation coefficients witness about insufficient recreation and fatigue’s accumulation.
2. The data of psycho-physiological; testing in this training stage show weakening of central nervous system’s functional potentials that can point at possible overtraining.
3. The data about wrestlers’ special workability correlation with psycho-physiological state in special training stage of preparatory period have been supplemented. Assumption that persistent influence on supreme nervous functioning of wrestlers in this training stage permits to sustain high special workability and prevent from overtraining, has been made.
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